
 

 

 

 

 

 

Science and a swag of 
skills helps sales   
 

Steve Kratsis  
Course: PhD in Chemistry 

Year of graduation: 1998 

Job: Vice President, Regional Sales, EURA at 
Aspen Technology 

Career: Director Area Sales Australia at Aspen 
Technology, National Sales Manager at 
Endress and Hauser Australia, Sales Manager 
at Linde Materials Handling 

Reflection: “Science is about curiosity, 
understanding and problem-solving.” 

 

 

 

“The confidence to solve 
problems is the greatest gift I 
got from my science 

degree.” 

These days Steven Kratsis is based in the UK working 

out of the European Headquarters for Aspen 

Technology, the world’s leading supplier of software 

that optimises process industries. 

Kratsis is Vice President of the EURA Engineering and 

Construction business. His employees based in 

Finland, France, Scotland, England, Spain and Italy 

are responsible for a sales portfolio in the hundreds of 

millions of dollars.  

Global engineering and construction companies use 

Aspen’s software through the whole project life-cycle 

from feasibility studies, design modelling, capital cost 

estimations, construction to process optimisation.  

Unusual route to business 

Kratsis has a PhD in Chemistry, rather than an 

engineering degree typical of executives in his domain. 

He is adamant his Monash PhD prepared him for many 

of the practical demands of the world of business. 

Kratsis did his PhD project under the joint supervision 

of the legendary Professor Alan Bond – then head of 

the school of chemistry and now an emeritus professor 

– and Mike Newman, a top executive from the zinc 

mining giant Pasminco (now Zinifex).  

It involved a quest for a more efficient and cost-

effective way of detecting impurities in their zinc 

electrolytic refinery. Kratsis developed online methods 

to achieve this goal – and published five research 

papers on the topic along the way.  

Both of his PhD supervisors taught students the art of 

delegation; a skill Kratsis uses in business every day. 

“Mike would say, ‘We have this problem – go away and 

find a solution.’ This is where I developed my 

methodical and systematic nature which I apply to 

business today in particular sales. Professor Bond was 

a very autonomous leader. I'd only see him every two 

to four weeks. He was then only in his late forties and 

had published more than 500 papers.” 

“When I asked him how he published so many papers, 

he said, ‘This would not have been possible without 

the help from other chemists. Every chemist has 

different skills and if you can utilise their strengths, you 

can fast track a lot of research.’” 

 

The art of identification and utilisation of skill sets has 

helped Kratsis achieve success. “I’m good at looking at 

a problem then looking to the company and saying ‘Who 

can support my team to fast track a solution?’” 

On finishing his PhD he then completed a post doctoral 

fellowship at Murdoch University. Kratsis wanted a 

change of career and took a leap of faith moving into 

sales for an instrumentation company. It initially involved 

selling instruments he’d used himself in research. 

Scientific approach aids sales skills 

But once Kratsis moved on to selling other instruments, 

he began using a scientific “observation” method to 

improve his sales skills: he would listen carefully to the 

questions customers asked the company’s technical 

experts which helped him understand their needs. 

Kratsis says studying science and his PhD has left him 

with the confidence that he can solve any work problem.   

 

 


